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Václav Havel

Václav Havel's life has followed an extraordinary path: from working in a chemical laboratory, to becoming a noted dramaturg and acclaimed playwright, finally to his current position as president of Czechoslovakia. Born in 1936, he worked his way through night school and in 1956 began writing critical essays. He became drama...
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Director's Notes

The Increased Difficulty of Concentration was the third of Havel's full-length, independently-written plays to be professionally produced. Originally titled Eduard, it was also his master's thesis at the State Drama Academy. Though our production is not specific to a place and time, some themes are clearly related to 

as the director, have not tried to emphasize my own reading of the play; rather, it seems to me that the audience is probably curious about the writer, and would like to see a fairly clear production of the text as written. Nevertheless we have made some adjustments in order to emphasize some themes. The designs and projections were inspired by the collage work of Havel's friend Jiří Kolář, and by the concrete poems that Havel was writing at about the same time. Both support the theme that information overwhelms our efforts to think it through, to question its formation while we try to make sense of our professions, our every day lives, our private affairs. Emil is doing some extra measuring, too, to try and make that theme clear.

Out of respect for interest in Havel's text, we haven't tried to adjust the jargon of the professions from the 1960's into anything like its contemporary equivalents. Still, the struggles of the characters to accommodate individually while constructing ways of thinking in more general terms are not problems that have gone away, and like Kriebi we sometimes watch and listen with amusement at our attempts to solve the problems of confusion by creating more of the same. The form of the play enact confusion for us; if it's any consolation, I can assure you that there is a chronological sequence which we even reconstructed and rehearsed. But it might be a memory play, might be "expressionist," and is surely one that makes us reconsider how we try to explain things through time.

Finally, and unlike Havel's more famous disdant writings, I'm not sure this satire ends by advocating anything like a solution. If Humi wins a professional victory, he only does so by complicating his life even more. If the other characters suffer from his confusion, a play about one of their lives might also dramatize confusion, though in different terms.

Further reading on Havel

Paul Trensky, Czech Drama Since WWII (Columbia Univ, 1976).